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RELIABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY 

B+S Commercial Kitchens’ products are guaranteed  

to be an ally in the kitchen. Through rigorous testing  

and consistent development, we have spent the last  

six decades earning our reputation for reliability.

R&D AND INNOVATION

Product improvement has always been our priority. We have 

invested a significant amount of time and resources into our 

R&D programs. This has led to innovative performance-based 

products and product ranges; such as integrating European 

and Asian inspired lines. In addition, B+S Commercial Kitchens 

innovates based on customer feedback — we want to make 

sure that there is something for everyone.

AUSTRALIAN MADE

Our products are Australian Made. We 

manufacture locally to ensure we have complete 

oversight of the process. As well as providing 

job opportunities to our fellow Australians, 

manufacturing in Australia allows us to reduce 

our environmental footprint. We buy and source 

materials locally which results in lower emissions.

CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

Our products can be tailored to meet any kitchen 

specifications and requirements. From customisable 

colour panels to line combinations, B+S Commercial 

Kitchens are able to offer specialised solutions for 

every business in Australia’s diverse food scene.

ONE-STOP-SHOP

At B+S Commercial Kitchens, we have created 

an extensive product range designed to suit any 

kitchen, from small too big. Our products are  

fit for purpose, meaning there is a specialised 

product for every situation.

WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE

B+S Commercial Kitchens have had over 65 years  

in the Australian market. We have helped hundreds 

of local Australian and international businesses 

transform their ideas from humble beginnings  

into local legends.

WE S T Scan or click QR code  
to take our factory tour
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3f8ya2tROI
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R ANGES

The B+S Commercial Kitchens range of equipment is available  

in three categories. Each category offers a wide range of modular 

products designed and engineered for Australian kitchens.

K+ series offers a range of gas cooking equipment suited for 

Eastern and Western kitchens.

B+S Black series offers a wide range of gas and induction cooking 

equipment suited for Eastern and Western kitchens.

Verro series offers a wide range of gas cooking equipment suited 

for Eastern and Western kitchens and is available in coloured 

panels, customised to suit your specifications.
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WORLD CLASS + INNOVATION

As the hospitality industry develops and becomes more 

diverse, so do the demands in an Australian kitchen. To fulfil 

these gaps in the sector, B+S Commercial Kitchens created 

a more inclusive product line, the Verro Range. Inspired by 

Australia’s cultural and food diversity, this range features 

European and Asian-specific appliances. The first of its kind 

in the Australian market, the premium fusion series offers 

superior quality, performance and flexibility. Moreover, 

The Verro range can be configured according to your needs 

and provides the operator with ultimate flexibility for their 

operational requirements.

Customisable 
colours
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GENERATIONS OF QUALITY + RELIABILITY

The B+S Black range is the original range that began our entire 

journey. Although, it has changed tremendously since the first 

line over 65 years ago, the B+S Black range remains a staple  

in any kitchen. This heavy-duty range was created to withstand 

the high intensity demands of a busy Australian kitchen. Since 

its inception, the B+S Black range has consistently transformed 

to adapt to the modern Australian kitchen, with B+S 

Commercial Kitchen’s adding products that suit both European 

and Asian cuisines. To this day, B+S Black remains the gold 

standard for modern Australian hospitality businesses.
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18
MONTH

WARRANTY
18

MONTH
WARRANTY

PERFORMANCE + VALUE

At B+S Commercial Kitchens, we understand how important  

it is to achieve your dreams. We know that high-quality 

equipment can sometimes be costly, which is why we 

developed the K+ range. It’s perfect for those seeking food 

service equipment that’s both affordable and of exceptional 

value. With the K+ range, you can be confident that you’re 

investing in equipment that delivers reliable performance 

without sacrificing quality. You can trust that the K+ range will 

hold up under the demands of even the busiest kitchens while 

giving you the results you need.
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C USTOM  SOLUTIONS 

We take pride in collaborating with our clients to create  

tailor-made products that perfectly suit their needs.  

With our unmatched ability to manufacture custom-made 

items, we offer over 100 standard units in our product range.  

Our specialty lies in combining the right elements to design 

and build products that meet your specific requirements. 

Whether it’s four-hole woks with built-in sauce holders  

or steamers with wok cookers, our expertise and flexibility 

ensure that we always find the best solution for your kitchen. 

In addition to this, we also offer manufacturing services and 

OEM-branded products based on your specifications and 

needs. If you want to customise your kitchen, feel free  

to contact us to discuss how we can help you.

Scan or click QR Code and find out why Chef Song, Head 
Chef at Uncle Su at The Star Gold Coast, chose a custom 
solution from B+S Commercial Kitchens for his kitchen. 
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https://bscommercialkitchens.com/partners/uncle-su/


OUR PARTNERS
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TESTIMONIALS

ARNO TANARNO TAN

OWNER ,OWNER ,

TH INK  AS IA  GROUPTH INK  AS IA  GROUP

AP IV IT  —  EXECUT IVE AP IV IT  —  EXECUT IVE 

CHEF  OF  RUMBLES  CHEF  OF  RUMBLES  

&  MASH I  NO MASH I&  MASH I  NO MASH I

“My father started doing business with B+S over 

25 years ago. Today B+S continues to supply the 

main equipment in our kitchens. B+S has robust 

equipment that stand the punishment of a busy 

kitchen, and when things go wrong they are 

there to address the issue.”

“We use B+S Commercial equipment in both of 

our restaurants for Asian and European cooking 

lines. They are very well built with one of the 

strongest burners I have used. We have been 

cooking for many years, I find B+S Commercial 

Kitchens as one of best built units when it comes 

to both quality and performance. What’s even 

better is that they are Australian owned and 

made in Melbourne.”

DUST IN  OSUCHDUST IN  OSUCH

SENIOR MANAGER ,SEN IOR  MANAGER ,

F&B  CAP ITAL  PROJECTSF&B  CAP ITAL  PROJECTS

“I would definitely recommend B+S Commercial 

Kitchen to anybody who is looking for a high 

quality, Australian-made product. The B+S team 

can really work with you and specially design 

equipment that is efficient and effective in every 

possible way to meet your needs. We had a great 

experience, and I highly recommend it to anyone 

who is looking for the same”

SON YAO SU  SON YAO SU  

HEAD CHEF,  HEAD CHEF,  

UNCLE  SUUNCLE  SU

“B+S Commercial Kitchens is the most suitable 

brand for Cantonese and Beijing cuisine. When 

you compare B+S with other brands, only B+S 

has a hot brick setting to protect chefs when 

cooking. And the burner is powerful, making 

the whole cooking process highly efficient and 

accurate!”

RHYS  BAWDEN  RHYS  BAWDEN  

OWNER ,  SALSA BAR & OWNER ,  SALSA BAR & 

GR ILL ,  PORT  DOUGLASGRILL ,  PORT  DOUGLAS

M OTOMU KUMANOM OTOMU KUMANO

OWNE R ,OWNE R ,

KOMEYUIKOMEYUI

“No matter how hard we work, we need to know that 

our kitchen equipment will keep up and work every day. 

Our restaurant can be bustling, being booked out with 

covers every night. We need equipment that performs, 

remains precise, and doesn’t fade under pressure. Finally, 

equipment that is easy to use, easy to light up and easy 

to clean. The B&S cooking range was our choice, built 

to last in a heavy-duty commercial environment. One of 

its key design points is the double spillage tray, making 

it easy to clean. As with any equipment, it sometimes 

breaks down, but the service and warranty offered by 

this Australian company are second to none. With its 

standard 2-year warranty and exceptional service.”

“What attracted Komeyui to B+S Commercial 

Kitchens was the efficiency and effectiveness 

when it comes to the heat conduction of our 

technology. The Komeyui kitchen is also able 

to trust that the B+S equipment is reliable 

and requires less maintenance, low on-going 

costs, and minimal downtime. This ensures 

that Komeyui is able to focus on their products 

without losing efficiency.”

Scan or click QR code  
for more highlights
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https://bscommercialkitchens.com/our-partners/


Momo, Parramatta The Langham, Gold CoastFoodle, Melbourne

Perfect for Asian Cuisine Uncle Su, The Star, Gold Coast
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Komeyui, Brisbane Bangaroo Crown, Sydney

Luna Lu, Sydney Jinja, NSW

Dumpling House, Canberra 13



Perfect for European Cuisine

Molly Rose, Melbourne Allonda, Brisbane Mosconi, Brisbane

Keilor Heights Early Learning Centre, Melbourne
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Pony Boy, Melbourne Swansea Workers Club, NSW Naga Moon, Melbourne

IGA Romeos, Sydney Captain Cookes Fish & Chippery, Victoria
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G E N ER ATIONS  OF  QUALITY  AND REL IABIL ITY

At B+S Commercial Kitchens, we take pride in being more than just a supplier of kitchen equipment.  

Being a family-owned and operated Australian business for over 65 years, we understand the 

importance of providing our customers with high-quality equipment that can withstand the  

ever-changing market demands. We have crafted over 100 standard units that suit every kitchen 

and have ensured that each piece is built with utmost quality, reliability, and durability. Additionally, 

we have kept most of our manufacturing processes local in our Melbourne factory, making us the 

preferred brand for Australian hospitality businesses.

Experience Centre 

37 Westminster Street,  

Oakleigh, Victoria 3166  

Factory 

57 Plateau Road,  

Reservoir, Victoria 3073  

Showroom 

59 Albion Road,  

Albion, Queensland 4010 

Surabaya

PT.KIRANA  

Jl. By Pass KM 28  

Krian – Sidoarjo  

Jawa Timur Indonesia 

Telephone:  

+62 31 99894722

Telephone: +61 3 9469 4754  
Email: info@bscommercialkitchens.com  
www.bscommercialkitchens.com
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